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1) I am pleased to inform you that your research proposal has been ……. 

1) started   2) approved         3) expected         4) shown  

2) I wish you could ……….yourself talking.  

1) listen        2) speak   3) hear   4) sleep  

3) Mary ……….the role of an old woman in the play.  

1) digested   2) motivated   3) drank   4) played  

4) Tom ……….on the bench and started eating a sandwich.  

1) read    2) watched   3) sat    4) dreamed  

5) Tom played the piano for three hours without ……….a break.  

1) taking   2) asking   3) promising   4) expressing  

6) I ……….to stay in Shiraz for three days.  

1) develop   2) understand   3) intend   4) smell  

7) I can't ……….coughing.  

1) stop    2) wait   3) sing   4) visit  

8) Have you ever ……….that you could fly?  

1) created   2) got    3) imagined   4) indicated  

9) We have to consider the possibility that Jack was ……….in the robbery.  

1) applied   2) worked   3) started   4) involved  

10) Everyone is looking forward to ……….the game.  

1) washing   2) watching   3) saying   4) feeling  

11) The teacher told me that Hitler ……….himself.  

1) escaped   2) lived   3) killed   4) believed  

12) I'm perfectly ……….with your answer.  

1) liked    2) cleaned   3) completed   4) satisfied  

13) This is the first time I've ……….in a lake.  

1) swum   2) opened   3) written   4) come 

14) The reason Tom is fat is because he eats too much and doesn't get enough ………. 

1) poverty   2) exercise   3) study   4) example  

15) If her father was that ill, maybe she could ……….him to go to the doctor.  

1) prohibit   2) recognize   3) provide   4) encourage  
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16) I need more time to ……….my lessons than other students because I am not as intelligent 

as they are.  

          1) pretend   2) avoid   3) prepare   4) ignore  

17) We might not need to ……….the meeting on Monday.  

         1) attend   2) write   3) deprive   4) tum  

18) Mary was ……….in a traffic accident.  

         1) assumed   2) reviewed   3) injured   4) allowed  

19) The country agreed to ……….with the other nations on the trade agreement.  

         1) apply          2) dream   3) analyze   4) cooperate  

20) The way he spoke ……….the attention of a famous writer.  

         1) observed   2) attracted   3) cleaned             4) understood 

21) Rainforests provide the earth with many ………..  

         1) ideas       2) arguments   3) benefits   4) games  

22) The author ……….his book with a lot of pictures.  

         1) played   2) illustrated   3) claimed   4) solved  

23) The bed I ……….in last night wasn't very comfortable.  

         1) composed   2) forgot   3) decreased   4) slept  

24) We should ……….our minds by reading good books.  

         1) cultivate   2) review   3) disregard   4) decline  

25) I ……….your help in clarifying the issue.  

         1) apologize   2) allow   3) appreciate   4) oppose  
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26) The company has a clear strategy to minimize the costs at ………. stages of the operation.   

1) every           2) each       3) much   4) all  

27) The faster an airplane moves, ………. lift its wings produce.   

1) higher   2) the more     3) very high      4) more  

28) The seasons occur because Earth is tilted on its axis ……….travels around the Sun.   

1) which it            2) on which        3) when          4) as it  

29) Beyond ……….importance as a source of food, whales are part of the intrinsic identity 

of the people.   

1) its        2) our     3) their   4) her  

30) Recycling saves ……….resources, such as trees and crude oil.   

1) naturalness   2) natural   3) naturally   4) nature  

31) Steel sheets……….to make a range of products, such as food cans and car parts.   

1) are using   2) which are used       3) when used       4) are used  

32) This is because, ……….other fruits, the pineapple does not ripen once it is harvested.   

1) unlike   2) unlikely   3) unlikable   4) liked  

33)  Smog……….air pollution that comes mostly from automobile and factory emissions.   

1) has been   2) is being   3) being   4) is  

34) This process costs ……….than traditional building methods.    

1) very fewer   2) much less      3) more fewer   4) more less  

35)  Scientists can only guess at how the stick insects have avoided extinction ……. so long.    

1) for    2) as    3) such   4) by  

36)  California wildfires have become more ……….and more deadly over the past 20 years.   

1) frequency   2) frequently        3) frequent   4) frequencies  

37) The Sahara Desert is known as one of the …., driest, and most isolated areas in the world.   

1) hot            2) heated   3) very hot   4) hottest  

38) They need help with selling products, solving problems, and communicating ……….. 

the public.   

1) with               2) to         3) for    4) by  

39) All about, everywhere, ……….the lighter footmarks of the wolves.   

1) was          2) which is   3) would be     4) were  

40) The court did not even have its own building, but ……….from place to place.   

1) will move   2) moved   3) having moved  4) move  
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41) They believed the land was ……….simply because that was where they lived.    

         1) theirs    2) them   3) their   4) for their  

42) It may prove impossible ……….all operational activities of the company.    

         1) to defend   2) while defending      3) which defended     4) defends  

43) All creatures are born with ……….about how to survive.   

         1) specific knowledge innate   2) innate knowledge specific  

         3) specific innate knowledge   4) knowledge specific innate  

44)  Not only ….plain as cooked rice, but it is also turned into a variety of interesting food.   

         1) the crop is eaten                2) is the crop eaten  

         3) the eaten crop is                4) eaten the crop is 

45) The second and third volumes, extensively edited by Engels, ………..in 1885.  

         1) were published       2) which published  3) publishing     4) when publishing  

46) The invention relates to pigments …. on the viewing angle, their preparation, and use.   

         1) that color to depend                 2) color depends  

         3) whose color depends        4) of which the color that depends  

47)  Retailers ……….a mix of products that will appeal to their target customer.   

         1) are interested in offering   2) are interesting to offer  

         3) offering is interested               4) be offering interesting  

48) On January 16, 1919, Nebraska became……….state to approve the 18th Amendment.   

         1) which was the thirty six   2) the thirty-sixth  

         3) what the thirty six               4) it was the thirty six  

49) Unlike their penguin cousins, American penguin cannot hold their breath very long, but 

they do have………. .    

         1) it seeing very well             2) eyesight very well  

         3) very good to see             4) very good eyesight  

50) The all-black team, ………. started in 1927, is famous for its humorous performances.   

         1) was        2) when to be       3) which was   4) had been  

51)  What ……….interesting is the ways in which the school uses the maps.   

         1) the most is       2) it mostly is     3) is it most            4) is the most  

52) And again he pulled the bell, ……….it to ring longer and louder than before.    

         1) causing     2) have caused  3) caused   4) cause  
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53) Between the main building and the road was a house ……….by the people who looked 

after the farm.   

1) occupying         2) which occupied  3) occupied   4) was occupied  

54) Hybrid cars have ……….a gasoline engine and an electric motor.   

1) both          2) either           3) or    4) neither  

55) A block of wood will float on water, ……….a piece of iron exactly the same size will 

sink.   

1) but           2) consequently     3) for             4) furthermore 

 

56)  

1) Take a seat.                2) Take a look. 

3) Take rest.    4) Who took it? 

57)  

1) Can I get you a drink?   2) Don’t got to hopeful. 

3) Can I get a day off?  4) Daniel got a good job 

58)  

1) Bill came my office ask me for money.  

2) Tom demanded to know why Mary didn't come.  

3) Jane didn't know where the money came from.  

4) Sara doesn't know if Mary is coming or not.  

59)  

1) I think this is the best place to eat in town.  

2) I would eat coconut cake every day if I could.  

3) I'd like to eat rice for dinner tonight.  

4) If you eat well, you're likely live longer.  

60)  

1) I ever forgot what happened that night.  

2) I'm sure Tom has forgotten about me by now.  

3) It's impossible that he forgot our meeting.  

4) Never forget to lock up when you go to bed.  
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61)  

         1) I have so excited.   

         2) Is it exciting?  

         3) Tom is excited?   

         4) Are you excited?  

62)  

         1) I wash my hands before eating lunch. 

         2) It’s my turn to wash the dishes. 

         3) I will clean the room today. 

         4) She has just finished wash dishes. 

63)  

         1) Yoko bought some of them.   

         2) You made me to buy you that.  

         3) It is better to buy that book.   

         4) We cannot buy happiness. 

64)  

         1) I'm buying meat and vegetables.  

         2) Fresh vegetables promote health.  

         3) Did you eat all your vegetables?   

         4) You should to eat to much vegetable. 

65)  

         1) I ever forgot what happened that night. 

         2) I’m sure Tom has forgotten about me by now. 

         3) It’s impossible that he forgot our meeting. 

         4) Never forget to lock up when you go to bed
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Passage 1  

The ground starts to shake. Buildings begin to sway. Watch out-here comes an 

earthquake! Earthquakes are natural events. They usually happen very quickly. In fact, 

most earthquakes last less than thirty seconds. You may be surprised to hear that 

earthquakes are not rare. In fact, earthquakes happen every day somewhere in the world. 

Most of them are weak. There are times, however, when an earthquake is very powerful 

and causes a lot of damage. One strong earthquake can destroy houses, bridges, railroad 

tracks, and more.  

Earthquakes are caused by the movement of huge pieces of rock under Earth's surface. 

The pieces are called tectonic plates. These plates are found in the top layers of Earth. 

Tectonic plates have rough edges and are always moving. Usually, they move slowly. 

But there are times when the plates get stuck against each other. If that happens, pressure 

builds up. When the two plates finally get "unstuck," they release energy. Often, a small 

amount of energy is released. That will mean a small earthquake. However, sometimes 

a lot of energy is released. When that happens, the earthquake that follows will be strong 

… and dangerous!  

66) The best title for the passage is ………..  

1) natural disasters                          2) why earthquakes happen ?  

3) damages caused by earthquakes  4) weak earthquakes  

67) The word "release" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ……….  

1) hold    2) resist   3) free   4) announce  

68) According to the passage, earthquakes are caused by the movement of ………..  

1) rocks and mountains    2) earth surface  

3) bottom layers of Earth   4) tectonic plates  

69) All of the following about earthquakes are true EXCEPT that they………..  

 1) are rare                           2) usually happen very fast  

 3) happen every day          4) can cause damage  

70) The word "they" in paragraph 2 refers to ……….  

1) rough edges   2) movements     3) tectonic plates  4) top layers of Earth  
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Passage 2  

South America is one of the seven continents of the world. It is the fourth largest continent. In 

South America, you can find some of the most beautiful places on Earth. Two of these 

places are the Amazon rainforest and the Andes Mountains. Let's take a closer look at 

one of these two incredible places. Imagine standing in the middle of the largest 

rainforest in the world, the Amazon. You may look up to find slim sun rays trying to peek 

through the dense tree cover. If you look around, you may find colorful macaws, Howler 

monkeys, or lazy sloths. But you have to be careful! You don't want to run into a 

dangerous jaguar or a blue poison dart frog. These animals can kill you. And don't get 

lost either! The Amazon rainforest is very big. It stretches over eight different countries. 

71) The author mentions Jaguars and dart to show that ………  

         1) the Amazon rainforest can be dangerous  2) they can kill you  

         3) the Amazon rainforest is beautiful      4) they run very fast  

72) Which of the following, according to the passage, is not true about Amazon ?  

         1) it is largest rainforest in the world  

         2) it has a dense tree cover.  

         3) it is poisonous.  

         4) it is extended over eight different countries.  

73) The word "incredible" in line 4 is closest in meaning to ………  

         1) realistic   2) amazing   3) huge   4) tragic  

74) The Amazon rainforest is in ……..  

         1) seven continents                          2) Andes Mountains  

         3) the United States of America  4) the fourth largest continent  

75) The word " these " in line 3 refers to ……….  

         1) South America  

         2) the Amazon rainforest and the Andes mountains  

         3) closer look  

         4) the most beautiful places on Earth 
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Passage 3  

Brad Ranson was a member of his New Jersey high school's swim team. Aside from 

going to the pool, though, he didn't belong to a gym or own expensive exercise 

equipment. He realized he had to find other ways to strengthen his body. "I needed to 

keep up my work ethic out of season in order to help myself when the season would start 

up again, "recalls Ranson, now 19 and a member of the swim team at Hartwick College 

in Oneonta, N.Y. "I also found that just stretching generally made me feel better, even 

though I wasn't working out every day."Whether you hope to play sports after high school 

or not, you know how important it is to get exercise. But few teens can afford gym 

memberships or elaborate home fitness systems. That doesn't mean you're doomed to be 

out of shape until you've reached adulthood. There are plenty of ways to exercise without 

blowing your allowance-and many don't even require you to leave the house.  

76) It can be inferred from the passage that Brad Ranson ……..  

1) owned expensive exercise equipment  

2) was interested in staying fit and healthy  

3) was used to going to a gym  

4) did not know how to strengthen his body  

77) The author mainly suggests that ………..  

1) working out needs money  

2) you should afford gym membership to keep healthy  

3) you can exercise without paying much money  

4) being out of shape is the characteristic of adulthood  

78) The word "elaborate" in paragraphs 2 is closest in meaning to ……….  

1) intelligent  2) complex  3) small  4) simple  

79) Which of the following may NOT be true about Brad Ranson?  

1) He is a teenager.           2) He studies in a college.  

3) He knows swimming.  4) He is rich.  

80) According to the passage, all of the following are true EXCEPT……….  

1) Stretching is an exercise which can make you feel better.  

2) Gym membership is necessary tor working out.  

3) For some exercises, you don't even have to leave your house.  

4) Getting exercise is very important.  
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Passage 4  

Jody Naranjo is a potter. She makes pots out of clay. Her mother, grandmother, and aunts 

make pottery too. Naranjo is a Native American from the Santa Clara Pueblo group. She 

lives in New Mexico. Her work can be seen in museums across the country. Naranjo 

enjoys being a potter. She plans to teach pottery to her daughters, ages 4, 11, and 17. "I 

want to keep the tradition going," she adds. A tradition is an idea or a way of life handed 

down from the past. How does Jody Naranjo make her pottery? She digs three different 

clays out of the ground and mixes them together. "That makes a very strong clay," says 

Naranjo. She uses the coil method to make the pots. "It's like rolling snakes out of clay 

and joining them," she says. Then she rubs the pots with a stone to make them shiny. She 

puts the pots over a fire to make them hard. Afterward, she carves designs into them.  

81) The best title for the passage is………..  

         1) Pottery in the United States         2) Native Americans  

         3) A Native American Artist         4) How to Make Pots  

82) Which of the following is NOT true about Jody Naranjo?  

         1) She has three children.  2) She loves pottery.  

         3) She is a Native American.  4) She works in a museum.  

83) Naranjo intends to ……….  

         1) keep the tradition of pottery.    2) become a school teacher.  

         3) work for the U.S. government.  4) give up working with clays.  

84) According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true?  

         1) Naranjo uses three different clays to make her pottery.  

         2) Naranjo uses coil method in pottery.  

         3) Fire is a requirement for Naranjo's pottery.  

         4) A designer draws pictures on Naranjo's pots.  

85) The author mentions "rolling snakes" to show how ……..  

         1) animals play a role in pottery  2) brave Naranjo is  

         3) the clay looks like                          4) Naranjo is in danger 
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Cloze Passage  

George loves to play outdoors. He takes his toy trucks and cars … (86)… the garden, and 

he races … (87)… everywhere. One day in the fall, Mom tells George that she ... (88)... 

to plant seeds in their garden. "You can help … (89) … plant cabbage, broccoli, and 

cauliflower," Mom says. "They are all of ... (90) … favorite vegetables." Once they have 

... (91) ... them, Mom tells George ... (92) ... run around ... (93) ... the garden. "You 

…(94)….want to hurt the baby seeds," she says." George loves the playground, 

…(95)...The playground is …(96)…fun! George's favorite is the slide. He climbs 

…(97)… up the ladder and…(98)…the wind rush past as he slides ... (99)… down. Mom 

waits … (100)… him at the bottom. Sometimes he comes down so quickly that she 

catches him as he flies off the slide.  

86) 1) into                2) in              3) under  4) on  

87) 1) their                2) them  3) themselves  4) they  

88) 1) is going    2) goes  3) was going  4) has gone  

89) 1) my                2) me             3) mine  4) I  

90) 1) your                2) you  3) yourself  4) yours  

91) 1) plant                2) planting  3) planted  4) being planted  

92) 1) to not    2) not  3) don't  4) not to  

93) 1) on                2) in               3) from  4) over  

94) 1) doesn't    2) didn't  3) don't  4) haven't  

95) 1) both                2) such  3) either  4) too  

96) 1) some     2) so many  3) a few  4) so much  

97) 1) careful    2) carefully  3) caring  4) care  

98) 1) is feeling    2) feels  3) feeling  4) feel  

99) 1) quickly    2) quick  3) more quickly 4)the most quick  

100) 1) after                2) from  3) for                4) by  


